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Webinar Description:

A quality management program should not be a “set and forget” tool. On the contrary, 
even the best-designed quality programs need regular follow-up and monitoring to 
ensure that they still suit the needs of your supply chain. 

This webinar will take you through some key touch points in making sure your 
established quality program is up to date: from making sure all your bases are covered 
during inspections and audits, to making the best of your quality budget with smart 
use of sourcing data and technology.
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COVID-19:  QIMA information & preventative measures

Best practices for product inspections and supplier 
audits 

How to manage your supplier relations and keep 
subcontracting above board 

Efficiency practices to optimize quality costs while 
improving quality in the long term

Learning objectives of this webinar will be:
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QIMA Internal 
Preventative 
Measures for 
COVID-19
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QIMA is following the direction of the World Health Organization as well as local health and government 
authorities in all countries where we have offices to make efforts to slow down the spread of the infection.

QIMA Internal Preventative Measures for COVID-19
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• This procedure has been developed by QIMA based on direct requests from our clients in response to 
COVID-19.

• Brands globally want to ensure re-opening factories are enforcing necessary sanitation and hygiene 
measures. 

QIMA’s Sanitation & Prevention Audit program assesses the following aspects:

• Overall factory cleanliness and hygiene

• Epidemic prevention control measures

• Hygiene procedures for staff

• Safety in working areas and communal spaces

• Emergency procedures

What is a Sanitation & Prevention Audit?
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Why perform a Sanitation & Prevention Audit

Benefits:

• Ensure your suppliers comply with best-practice hygiene procedures and local legal requirements

• Verify that your suppliers are providing safe working conditions

• Minimise the spread of COVID-19 or any other possible contagious diseases or infections

• Avoid supply chain interruptions caused by an epidemic or pandemic
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Sanitation & Prevention Audit Checklist

Checklist

• Audit checklist includes Cleanliness and Epidemic 
Prevention Control Questions

• Corrective Action Plan is also provided to help 
correct any findings/violations
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QIMA Commits to Help

• The COVID-19 pandemic is continuing to have a devastating impact across the globe. 
Our staff and clients in all continents are impacted, and we want to do our share, even 
if modestly, in fighting the pandemic. 

• Demand for sourcing masks and medical protective gear has never been higher and 
factories are rushing to produce these items. 

• However, in a health crisis like this, it is imperative that the quality of these products 
is checked before they are distributed to those most in need. 
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QIMA Commits to Help: 
Free Inspections in China for Masks and Protective Equipment

Free Inspections in China for Masks and Protective Equipment

• For orders booked starting March 31st, we are offering free quality inspection services 
in China for the production of masks and protective gear for medical staff.

• Our staff and clients in all continents are impacted, and we want to contribute, even 
modestly, in fighting the pandemic.

Our on-site inspection services can help by checking that 

workmanship quality is adequate, the quantity, labeling and 

packaging are correct and that factories have the required 

certificates and licenses to manufacture such items. 
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The Evolution 

of a Product
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Product Integrity throughout the Life Cycle
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Auditors, inspectors and back-office experts are trained and certified by product line and / or clients.

Softlines

Inspector Training
• Fabric Weight Testing
• Textile Color Shading
• Measurement Checks

Testing Capabilities Include
• Fiber Identification
• Toxicity 
• Banned Azo Colorants
• Performance Testing

• Footwear
• Garments & Apparel
• Luggage & Bags
• Soft Toys
• Textiles & Fabrics

Hardlines

Inspector Training
• Visual and Functional Requirements
• Safety Testing 
• Product-specific testing

Testing Capabilities Include
• Endurance and Performance
• Directive Testing
• Safety Testing

• Brown & White Goods
• Toys & Recreational
• Eyewear
• Gifts & Homeware
• Technical Parts

Food

Inspector Training
• Sensory Analysis 
• GHP / HACCP audits
• Fresh and Frozen Food
• Canned Food

Testing Capabilities Include
• Heavy Metals 
• Pesticides 
• Microbiology

• Fruits & Vegetables
• Seafood, Meat & Poultry
• Canned & Frozen Food
• Baby Food 
• Food Packaging

The Importance of a Properly Trained Team
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Best Practices 
for Product 
Inspections and 
Supplier Audits
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The most popular services that we see:
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Ethical Audits: QIMA’s Best-In-Class Protocols use innovative solutions 
and most recognized international standards for ethical compliance

Manufacturing Audits: Ensure your suppliers' capabilities deliver on their
promises

Technical Audits: Estimating the gap between the documented systems 
and the actual implementation. 

Structural Audits: To keep workers safe, our licensed civil  engineers assess 
the structural, fire, and electrical safety of  factory buildings

Environmental Audits: We assess your suppliers’ pollution risk through 
actionable audit protocols (ISO 14001) including chemical controls, water 
testing, waste disposal assessment

C-TPAT Audits: Audits that strictly adhere to the protocols  of U.S. 
Customs and Border Protection

Food Audits: Hygiene (GHP) and Good Manufacturing  Practice (GMP) 
Audits for food processing facilities

Different Types of Supplier Audits
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Manufacturing Audits:

Ensure your suppliers' capabilities deliver up to their 
promises.  

In the scope of a Manufacturing Audit, QIMA auditors 

conduct an extensive evaluation of your supplier's facilities 

and management systems. 

This Manufacturing Audit is based on ISO 9000 standards for 

Quality Management System and the standard audit covers:

▪ Factory profile
▪ Production capacities
▪ Factory facilities, including condition of machinery and 

equipment
▪ Workflow and organization charts
▪ Quality assurance systems in place

Technical Audits:

Estimating the gap between the documented systems and the 
actual implementation.

In the scope of a Technical audit, QIMA auditors will evaluate the 
factory based on the on-site factory tour (warehouse & production 
area), document review and interviews. 

This Technical Audit is based on ISO9001 standard, and customer’s 
requirements, including, but not limited to the followings: 

▪ Factory Profile
▪ Quality Management System
▪ Stock Management
▪ Incoming Materials Inspection
▪ Production Process
▪ Packing and Quality Control before Shipment
▪ Measurement, Analysis and Improvement

Manufacturing Audits VS. Technical Audits
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Detect quality issues early in  the 
production process (raw  
materials, machines setup,  etc)

0-20%

Initial Product Check (IPC)

20-80%

During Production 
Inspection (DUPRO)

Mid-production follow upto  ensure 
that all issues  discovered are corrected  
before ordercompletion

80-100%

Pre-Shipment
Inspection (PSI)

Verify the quality of the  whole 
production lot before  it leaves 
the factory

100%

Container Loading 
Check (CLC)

Ensure every product you  paid for 
makes it to the  truck; reduce the 
risk of  damage during shipment

Production Timeline

0-100%

Production Monitoring (PM)
Detect quality issues early in the production process (raw materials, machines setup, etc.)

Sample Picking (SP)
Have samples collected from the production line, for your own reference or lab testing

Inspections Secure Your Product Quality 
at Every Stage of Production
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How to manage your 
supplier relations and 
keep subcontracting 
above board
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A Constructive Philosophy

The importance of a good audit program is to promote transparency, cooperation, 
and continuous improvement through training (ex: kick-off supplier workshops, 
follow up of CAPs and re-audits with suppliers)

The Purpose of Supplier Audit Programs
is to Ensure Continuous Improvement
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Continuous Improvement is a Result of:

• Partnering with your factories to promote factory improvements 
rather than policing them.

• Transparency into their production issues and concerns so you are 
“aware” when subcontracting is needed.

• Great data that accurately reflects your supply chain.

• Using your audit data to work towards continuous improvement. 

The Purpose of Supplier Audit Programs
is to Ensure Continuous Improvement
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Efficiency Practices to 
Optimize Quality Costs 
while Improving Quality 
in the Long Term
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The key to efficiency 
is to be consistent in your practices.

Efficiency Practices - Audits
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Accurate Data is the Key

Efficiency Practices - Audits
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Supplier Audit Best Practices

Continuous review and regular follow-up helps to 
assure that requirements and necessary 
improvements are being implemented.

Efficiency Practices - Audits
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Training for consistency:

• Create program guidelines to be used by both the 
factory and your inspection team

• Implement a Self-Inspection program to be used in 
conjunction with your Inspection party

• Compare results from the factory self-inspections 
with results from your inspection teams to drive 
improvement and efficiency.

Efficiency Practices - Inspections

Inspection Best Practices
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Reward for “Good Behavior” :

• Utilize the data from “all” of the inspections to make 
decisions

• Implement less inspections through service providers if 
factory proves they are following procedures.

• Engage in a “skip lot” inspection program to encourage the 
factory to always be engaged in their products and quality

Efficiency Practices - Inspections

Inspection Best Practices
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Smart Inspection Programs

• Based on  6 months collected data, our ‘skip-lot’ programs help you make smart use of your 

Inspection budget:

1. QIMA identifies and ranks low performing suppliers or factories at risk based on failure rates, 

defect rates.

2. Inspection frequency is automatically adjusted (from 50% to 100% of all shipments -

customizable) for each supplier or factory based actual performance data.

3. Skipped inspection orders are randomly cancelled at the last minute, keeping suppliers on 

their toes.

• Your inspection budget is spent efficiently and your suppliers are incentivized for quality.

Smart Inspections , Not just a Skip Lot Program

Efficiency Best Practices - Inspections



Thank You!

Email: Terri.Olano@qima.com

Visit: www.qima.com


